NIST STPPA #3: Panel PEC for privacy and public auditability

Panel start schedule: **15:50** (EDT). Example topics for conversation:

- Vision: past, present, future
- Privacy and public-auditability: opposed or compatible?
- Understanding: what is misunderstood?
- Readiness: feasible today?
- Standardization: challenges, opportunities
- Stakeholders: who, how to reach
- Adversarial model: adversaries, input consistency, ...

**Panelists:** Elaine Shi (Carnegie Mellon University), Kristin Lauter (Facebook AI Research), Seny Kamara (Brown University). **Moderators** (PEC team): Luís Brandão, René Peralta, Angela Robinson

**Event details:** https://csrc.nist.gov/Events/2021/stppa3  
**Contact email:** pec-stppa@nist.gov

For future PEC-related announcements, join the PEC forum: https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/pec/email-list